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Abstract 
VoD, S., Steiner’s problem in graphs: heuristic methods, Discrete Applied Mathematics 40 (1992) 45-72. 
Real world problems arising in the layout of connection structures in networks as e.g. in VLSI design 
may often be decomposed into a number of well-known combinatorial optimization problems. 
Steiner’s problem in graphs is included within this context. According to its complexity one is inter- 
ested in developing efficient heuristic algorithms to find good approximate solutions. Here a compari- 
son of various heuristic methods for Steiner’s problem in graphs is presented. 
1. Introduction 
Given a graph with weights on its edges Steiner’s problem in graphs (SP) is to 
determine a minimum cost subgraph spanning a set of specified vertices. 
More formally, let G = (V, E) be an undirected connected graph with vertex set V, 
edge set E, and nonnegative weights associated with the edges. Given a set QC V 
of basic vertices SP is to find a minimum cost subgraph of G such that there exists 
a path in the subgraph between every pair of basic vertices. In order to achieve this 
minimum subgraph additional vertices from F’- Q, so-called Steiner vertices, may 
be included. 
Real world problems arising in the layout of connection structures in networks 
as e.g. in VLSI design may often be decomposed into a number of well-known 
combinatorial optimization problems. SP is included within this context (cf. [14]). 
Two well-known special cases of SP are polynomially solvable. If IQ1 = 2 the 
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problem reduces to a shortest path problem and in the case where Q = V SP reduces 
to the minimum spanning tree problem. However, in the general case SP is an NP- 
hard problem. For a comprehensive survey on SP the reader is referred to the 
excellent paper of Winter [38] as well as Vol3 [33]. 
According to SP’s complexity one is interested in developing efficient heuristic 
algorithms to find good approximate solutions. Following Winter [38] one of the 
most important open problems with SP worthwile to explore is a comparison of 
various heuristic methods for SP. So this paper is intended to present an overview 
on approximate solution methods for SP (Section 2). (For a comparison of 
specialized heuristics when distances are restricted to be rectilinear see [28].) 
Additional topics included within this survey on heuristics for SP are: 
- comparability of the algorithms (Section 3), 
- worst case analysis results (Section 3), 
- improvement procedures (Section 4), 
- computational results (Section 5). 
Some ideas for further research will be given in the last section. 
2. Heuristics 
In the following several heuristics for SP will be compiled. For ease some notation 
is used: 
l G = (V, E): given graph with vertex set V= Q U S and edge set E where Q is the 
set of basic vertices and S is the set of possible Steiner vertices (with Q fl S = O), 
l Cjj: nonnegative cost or weight of edge (i,j) E E, 
l c+: weight of a shortest path between i and j in G, 
l P(i,j): a shortest path between i and j in G, 
l d(i,T)=min{d;j (jEVr}: weight of a shortest path between a vertex i and the 
subgraph T=(l/,,E,) of G (d(i,TnQ)=min{dU 1 Jo V, r-IQ}). 
For any subgraph T= (VT,ET) of G we define Zr as the sum of its edges’ 
weights. For clarity a connected subgraph T that includes a path between every pair 
of basic vertices will be denoted as a feasible solution. Correspondingly an optimal 
solution is a feasible solution of minimum cost ZOp,. 
Remark. Wlog we may assume 3 5 1 Q 15 1 I/ 1 - 1. 
Whenever one of the heuristics starts with a single basic vertex w this vertex may 
be viewed as a starting vertex or root of the solution. If not stated otherwise w will 
be chosen arbitrarily from Q. 
In addition whenever ties occur they are broken arbitrarily if not stated otherwise. 
Before describing the heuristics in detail some of their basic ingredients will be 
discussed. 
A central theme to all heuristics is the use of some principles known from 
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algorithms to find minimum spanning trees together with the computation of 
shortest paths. Two main ideas for constructing feasible solutions for SP may be 
distinguished: 
l INSERTION: Start with a “partial solution” T= ({w}, 0) consisting of a single 
basic vertex. T will be expanded to a feasible solution by successively inserting all 
basic vertices e.g. through the computation of at most IQ1 shortest paths. 
This idea corresponds to the proceeding of Prim’s minimum spanning tree 
algorithm [24]. 
l COMPONENT CONNECTING: Start with a “partial solution” T=(Q,O) 
consisting of ( Q 1 singleton components. Twill be expanded to a feasible solution 
by the computation of shortest paths successively linking together all components. 
When in each step two components will be connected by a shortest path 
(“2BASIC”) this idea corresponds to the proceeding of Kruskal’s minimum 
spanning tree algorithm [ 181. Another variant tries to connect three components in 
each iteration (“3BASIC”). 
Modifications or combinations of these two approaches are possible. A more 
evolved classification will be given after the description of algorithms for SP known 
from the literature. 
The first two heuristics to be considered are quite simple ones (cf. [31]). 
(1) 
(2) 
SPATH: Shortest paths. 
Start with T= ({w}, 0) consisting of a single basic vertex. 
For all basic vertices i E Q - {w} add the vertices and edges of P(w, i) to 
T. 
(1) 
(2) 
MST + P: Minimum spanning tree and pruning. 
Construct a minimum spanning tree T= (VT, ET) of G. 
While there exists a leaf of T being a Steiner vertex do 
delete that leaf and its incident edge. 
Although being quite simple both heuristics may outperform more evolved 
methods (compare Section 3). Based on MST + P a modification has also been 
proposed which consists of iteratively repeating steps (1) and (2) with the edge 
weights modified according to some penalty function (cf. [lo]; for an additional 
modification see [33]). 
Independently the following heuristic has been developed by several authors 
[6,17,23]. 
(1) 
(2) 
SDISTG: Shortest distance graph. 
Construct the complete graph with vertex set Q and each edge having 
the weight of a shortest path between the corresponding vertices in G. 
Construct a minimum spanning tree of this (shortest distance) graph. 
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(3) 
(4) 
Replace each edge of the tree by its corresponding shortest path in G. 
Delete edges and Steiner vertices such that no cycles exist and all leaves 
are basic vertices. 
If T= (V,, E,) is the resulting graph of step (3) then step (4) of SDISTG may be 
further specified as: 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
Construct a minimum spanning tree T’= (V+,E$) of T. 
While there exists a leaf of T’ being a Steiner vertex do 
delete that leaf and its incident edge. 
A FORTRAN code of SDISTG is listed in [20]. SDISTG has received much atten- 
tion in the literature with respect o an efficient implementation using sophisticated 
data structures (cf. [15,16,21,36,37,41]). When constructing the complete graph for 
vertex set Q U S’ for all subsets S’!Z S with 0 s /S’/ 5 k in step (1) we get another 
heuristic method (cf. [23,30]). For k= IQ1 - 2 this results in an enumerative ap- 
proach to solve SP exactly (with running time at least exponential). Especially for 
IQ1 =3 and k= 1 we get the algorithm 3BASIC which is polynomial in the input. 
This algorithm may also be applied for the case of uniting optimally three com- 
ponents each containing at least one basic vertex (compare the idea of COMPO- 
NENT CONNECTING, a somewhat different description of 3BASIC is given in 
[51). 
In the following some insertion methods will be presented. Again we will start 
with a quite simple one. 
(1) 
(2) 
ARINS: Arbitrary insertion. 
Start with T= ((w], 0) consisting of a single basic vertex. 
Repeat choose an arbitrary basic vertex p* not in V,, and find a 
nearest vertex 0 *E V,, i.e., a vertex with durp* = min{d,. / u E VT} 
and add the vertices and edges of P(o*,p*) to T 
until T contains all basic vertices. 
Takahashi and Matsuyama [31] were the first to describe a cheapest insertion 
method which is a more evolved variant of ARINS. 
(1) 
(2) 
CHINS: Cheapest insertion. 
Start with T= ({WI, 0) consisting of a single basic vertex. 
Repeat find nearest vertices u* and p* with V*E V, and p* being a 
basic vertex not in V,, i.e., vertices with d,,,*=min(d, 1 UE V,, 
PE Q- Vr} and add the vertices and edges of P(o*,p*) to T 
until T contains all basic vertices. 
CHINS is also treated in [12,29,34]. One of the most interesting aspects with 
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CHINS is the influence of how the root w is chosen. One idea to show this might 
result in a modified algorithm. 
(1) 
(2) 
CHINS-A: Cheapest insertion (all roots). 
Apply CHINS for every basic vertex defined as the root w. 
Redefine T as the cheapest of all solutions evaluated in (1). 
Another approach consists of choosing a suitable subtree of G instead of a single 
vertex as a starting component (cf. [5]). In addition some local optimization may 
be applied in each iteration. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
CHINS-3: Cheapest insertion (with 3BASIC). 
Apply 3BASIC to all subsets of Q with three elements. 
Initialize T as the cheapest of all solutions evaluated in (1). 
Repeat 
Find nearest vertices v * and p* with v *E Vr and p* being a ba- 
sic vertex not in Vr, i.e., vertices with do,* = min{ doP 1 v E V,, 
P~Q- V,l. 
For all paths in T connecting v * with a vertex i s.t. all vertices of this 
path but v*, i are Steiner vertices of degree 2 (with respect to T) do 
remove this path without v*, i from T to disconnect T into two 
components T, * and 7; (containing v * and i, respectively) and ap- 
ply 3BASIC to these two components together with p* viewed as 
a third component. 
Redefine T as the cheapest of all solutions evaluated in (3.2), i.e., the 
corresponding path is eliminated and vertices and edges are added ac- 
cording to 3BASIC making T a connected subgraph containing p* 
until T contains all basic vertices. 
One idea for improving the insertion methods described above with respect to 
solution quality could consist of a similar approach as described for SDISTG (with 
obviously increased computation times): Replace Q by a modified set of basic ver- 
tices Q U S’ for all subsets S’ c S with Or /S’J I k (with k being a positive integer), 
In addition CHINS may be related to SDISTG as follows. If in step (2) vertices 
are chosen according to do,*= min{d,, / v E V, fl Q,p E Q- Vr} then CHINS cor- 
responds to steps (l)-(3) of SDISTG, since it turns out to be an implementation of 
Prim’s algorithm for the computation of a minimum spanning tree of the complete 
graph with vertex set Q as given in step (1) of SDISTG. In addition even step (4) 
of SDISTG may be applied to the solution found with CHINS (cf. Section 4). 
Before presenting the next heuristic a motivation on its principle seems to be 
necessary. 
If the set V, of an optimal solution is known for given data of SP the remaining 
problem consists of polynomially computing a minimum spanning tree of the 
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subgraph of G induced by Vr. Since Vr contains Q and some Steiner vertices one 
approximate approach for determining these Steiner vertices uses a heuristic 
measure or heuristic function (cf. [9,25]). Such a function will be defined by assign- 
ing a real value f(o) to each vertex u E V depending on the given data of SP. A 
general description of a corresponding heuristic is as follows. 
(1) 
(2) 
HEUM: Heuristic measure. 
Start with T = (Q, 0) comprising 1 Q 1 basic vertices (subtrees of the final 
subgraph). 
While T is not connected do 
choose a vertex u using a heuristic function f and unite the two com- 
ponents of T which are nearest to o by combining them with u via 
shortest paths (the vertices and edges of these paths are added to T). 
Generally, the heuristic function f will be minimized (where all vertices may come 
into consideration independently of either being an element of Vr or not). By 
choosing a suitable heuristic function f, e.g. SDISTG may be viewed as a special 
form of HEUM: 
f(u):=o_~,~o{d(u,T,~Q)+d(u,TjflQ) 1 To ,..., T, are the 
<, 
i#j components of T}. 
Up to now the most promising way is to choose f according to 
. . . , T, are the components of T 
1 
(cf. [9,25,26]). Intuitively f(u) gives a measure of proximity of u to elements of a 
subset of vertices in T, or the least average distance of u to a set of vertices in T, 
respectively. In [25] rules are developed for breaking ties concerning this definition 
off. In what follows (especially in our implementation of HEUM below) we pro- 
pose the use of some special ordering: 
f(u):= min Iotas .$od(u,T,) I T,,..., T, are the components of T s.t. 
1 
d(U, T,)Sd(U, Tj) Vi,j~ (0, **.,a},i<_i 
In HEUM having selected u this vertex is used to unite two components of the 
solution to be evaluated. However, this approach may be modified. 
(1) 
(2) 
HEUM-3: Heuristic measure (with 3BASIC). 
Start with T= (Q,0) comprising IQ1 basic vertices (subtrees of the final 
subgraph). 
While T consists of at least three disconnected components do 
choose a vertex u using a heuristic function f and unite the three com- 
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(3) 
portents of T which are nearest to u by combining them with each 
other by applying 3BASIC (and adding the vertices and edges of that 
solution to T). 
If T is not connected then 
unite the two components of T by combining them with each other 
by a shortest path (the vertices and edges of this path are added to T). 
Note that the vertex u chosen in step (2) need not either be an element of VT nor 
be added to Vr in subsequent steps or iterations. In [5] an algorithm is described 
which corresponds to HEUM-3 by choosing f according to 
where To, . . . , T, are the components of Ts.t. d(o, T)ld(o, T,) Vi,je (0, . . . . a},i<j 
(this algorithm will be referred to as HEUM-3 subsequently). Given the components 
T,, . . . . To in the same way and choosing f according to 
f (0) := j. d(u, T) 
which applies the idea of 2BASIC instead of 3BASIC we get a proceeding similar 
to that of Kruskal’s minimum spanning tree algorithm. 
Wong [40] describes a dual ascent algorithm based on a multicommodity network 
flow formulation of SP in directed graphs (SPD). SPD is to find a minimum cost 
directed subgraph of a given graph that contains a directed path between a root node 
and every basic vertex. Any instance of SP may be transformed into an instance of 
SPD by replacing each undirected edge (i,j) E E with two arcs [i,j], [j,i] directed 
opposite each other both having the same cost cij. An arbitrary basic vertex is 
stressed as the root w. 
Based on the formulation of SPD as a multicommodity network flow problem 
and the dual of the corresponding linear programming formulation we get the 
following heuristic algorithm. The feasible solution Tin this algorithm is assumed 
to be a directed subgraph of the given graph transformed into an instance of SPD. 
A retransformation simply ignors the orientation of each arc to result in a feasible 
solution of SP. 
(1) 
(2) 
(2.1) 
DUASC: Dual ascent. 
Start with T=(V,,ET) comprising IQ1 basic vertices, i.e., T=(Q,O). 
Let w be an arbitrary fixed element from Q. 
Repeat 
Select a strongly connected component T, = (V,, EC) of T with 
(i) Cn(Q-{WI)+& 
(ii) there exists no directed path in T from any basic vertex (including 
w) not in V, to any vertex of V,. 
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(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(3) 
Select an arbitrary basic vertex q E V, and define CS(q) := { [i,j] E E 1 
M dJ%, in T exists a directed path from j to q but not from i to 
q} (CS(q) may be viewed as some kind of cutset). 
Find an arc [i*,j*] from CS(g) with Ci*j*=min{cij [i,j] ECS(~)}. 
For all [i,j] E CS(q) do CO := cU- Ci*j*. 
Update T by setting VT:= V,lJ {i*} and ET:=ETU {[i*,j*]} 
until T contains a path from w to all basic vertices. 
Delete arcs while preserving feasibility of T such that no cycles exist and 
all leaves are basic vertices. 
As in SDISTG step (3) may be further specified: 
(3.1) While there exists a Steiner vertex u E V, s.t. no path from w to o exists 
in T do 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
delete u and its incident edges. 
Construct a minimum directed spanning tree T’= (Vi, E;) of T. 
While there exists a leaf of T’ being a Steiner vertex do 
delete that leaf and its incident edge. 
DUASC finds a feasible solution to any instance of SP at which a lower bound 
(corresponding to the dual variables) may also be calculated giving information on 
the quality of the feasible solution (cf. [22,40]). 
For the sake of completeness let us describe two additional approaches from the 
literature. 
Beside SDISTG Plesnik [23] describes a second heuristic which may be viewed as 
a recursive algorithm using some kind of contraction. It consists of shrinking 
subgraphs containing at least one basic vertex to a single pseudonode which again 
is considered to be a basic vertex for a modified problem instance. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
CONTR: Method of contraction. 
Start with T= (Q, 0) comprising IQ1 basic vertices (subtrees of the final 
subgraph). 
Find a minimum cost edge incidence to a basic vertex, i.e., an edge 
(i*,j*) with ci*j*=min{cij 1 (i,j).E,i~Qvj~Q}. 
Define 
! 
max{cij-2.ci*j*,0}, i,jeQ, 
c; := cij 9 i,j@ Q, 
Cij - Ci 'j *, otherwise, 
and T, = (Vc, E,) with E, := { (i,j) E E I c,$ = 0} and V, the corresponding 
vertex set. 
Solve an SP for each component T,, . . . , T, of V, with respect to the 
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(5) 
(6) 
basic vertices in this component (e.g. with CHINS) and add the cor- 
responding vertices and edges to T. 
If (T= 1 then return (or stop, respectively). 
Contract each component T, into a single basic vertex tk (k = 1, . . . , a), 
i.e., edges incident to any vertex of a component Tk are made incident 
to the corresponding vertex tk (multiple edges and loops may be 
neglected). With Q’:= {t,, . . . . to} this leads to a modified graph G’= 
((V- V,) U Q’, E - EC) with weights c’. 
Solve an SP for Q’ in G’ (by recursion, i.e. apply CONTR). Reconnect 
this solution and V, by adding no more than yk edges of length cisj* for 
each vertex tk to T where yk is the number of edges incident to tk (the 
nature of the contraction in (5) makes this always possible). 
Aneja [l] formulates SP as an equivalent set covering problem with a number of 
constraints growing exponentially with the size of given data or problem instances. 
However, these constraints may be handled implicitly within a row generation 
scheme. A more general description makes use of any heuristic for the transformed 
formulation. 
(1) 
(2) 
SETCOV: Set covering. 
Transform the given data of SP into an equivalent set covering problem. 
Solve the set covering problem by any heuristic available for this 
problem. 
3. Comparison of the algorithms 
In the last section heuristic algorithms for SP have been described. By distin- 
guishing the two main topics INSERTION and COMPONENT CONNECTING 
some kind of classification of the algorithms may be given. Beside the partial solu- 
tion to start with there exist three building blocks used within this frame. 
l 1BASIC: Given one component look for a cheapest edge with one vertex within 
and the other one outside the component and enlarge the component by at least this 
edge. 
l 2BASIC: Given two components (a single basic vertex not yet part of a partial 
solution may be viewed as a component) connect them by a shortest path. 
l 3BASIC: Given three components connect them by use of some shortest paths. 
However, the main classification criterion is based on the knowledge which is used 
in each algorithm for the calculation of a feasible solution. Together with the 
specific implementation using the INSERTION or the COMPONENT CONNEC- 
TING idea and including one of the building blocks described above we get different 
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Table 1 
Classification of heuristics 
Special emphasis 
on 
INSERTION methods COMPONENT CONNECTING methods 
Prim-related 3BASIC 1BASIC Kruskal-related 3BASIC 
2BASIC ZBASIC 
no specification 
basic vertices 
basic vertices and 
partial solution 
martial solution 
MST+P MST+P 
SPATH, SDISTG SDISTG 
ARINS(-I) CHINS-3(-I) DUASC(-I) 
CHINS(-I) 
CHINS-A(-I) 
CONTR HEUM(-I) HEUM-31-I) 
algorithms. This results in Table 1 classifying existing algorithms for SP (SDISTG 
as well as MST+ P may be implemented by either using Prim’s or Kruskal’s 
algorithm). The supplement I refers to the same algorithm combined with an im- 
provement procedure (see Section 4). 
Comparability results are twofold. Concerning computational experiences we 
refer to Section 5. The other aspect is on theoretical investigations. Again mainly 
two criteria are considered, the worst case error ratio and the time complexity. In 
Table 2 known results on these two points of view are shown. (Whenever in Table 
2 a value for the worst case error ratio is given this bound is tight, i.e., Z,/Z,,, 
may equal this value for a suitable feasible solution T.) Results on SETCOV and 
DUASC are not known from the literature. 
From Table 2 we may deduce that all but the two simplest heuristics satisfy the 
Table 2 
Worst case results 
Algorithm 27 &at 5 Complexity Remarks 
SPATH IQI-1 O(lV12) cf. [19,31] 
MST+P IS/+1 O(lV12) cf. [31]; given a feasible solution the worst 
case ratio may be expressed with the 
number of Steiner vertices within this 
solution, cf. [33] 
SDISTG 2(1- l/q’) O(lQI. IVl*) q*s IQ\ denotes the number of leaves in a 
feasible solution, cf. [6,17,23]; the com- 
plexity may be improved at least to 
O(lEl+ JVlloglVI), cf. I211 
CHINS 2(1- l/IQl) OCIQI. lV12) cf. [12,31] 
CHINS-A 2(1- MQI, O(lQl*. IVl*) 
CHINS-3 2(1-l/1(21) O(lQI. IVI. IElblEl) the complexity may be expressed with a 
term using the maximum vertex degree of 
G, cf. [5] 
HEUM 2(1- l/lQl) O(lW) cf. [9,35] 
HEUM-3 WQl*~ IWxlEl) cf. [5] 
CONTR 2(1- MQI) O(lV13) cf. [23] 
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same general worst case error ratio. So it is important to see whether these 
algorithms are comparable or not in the sense that they outperform each other in 
quality of solution for different problem instances, i.e., given data of different 
graphs. 
Let Z, and Zj denote the objective function values derived by algorithm Ai and 
Aj, respectively. Ai and Aj are called incomparable if instances with Zi < Zj as well 
as instances with Zi > Zj exist. If Ai and A, are incomparable independently of how 
ties are broken when both algorithms are applied to given instances we call them 
strongly incomparable. For some of the algorithms above, namely SDISTG, 
CHINS, CHINS-3, and HEUM-3 we get (cf. [36]) that any two of them are strongly 
incomparable. However, this definition of incomparability does not give any idea 
on which algorithms could be preferred against others because even the simplest 
ones SPATH and MST + P have to be added to this list of strongly incomparable 
algorithms (cf. [33]). 
In addition it may be shown that CONTR and SDISTG give the same results on 
special instances (cf. [33]). 
4. Improvement procedures 
Only a very small number of improvement procedures has been developed within 
the framework of SP. The first idea is some kind of pruning routine like in MST + P 
(step (2)). A modification of this routine is included within step (4) of SDISTG (cf. 
steps (4.1) and (4.2) below SDISTG). However, the most promising approach con- 
sists of applying MST + P to a modified graph. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
I-MST + P: Improvement procedure (with MST+ P). 
Let T= (V,, E,) be a feasible solution of SP. The subgraph of G induced 
by Vr will be defined as Cr. 
Construct a minimum spanning tree T’= (V&E+) of Cr. 
While there exists a leaf of T’ being a Steiner vertex do 
delete that leaf and its incident edge. 
In the following I-MST + P will be the only algorithm applied together with the 
heuristics described in the preceding section (cf. [26]). Whenever an algorithm is 
reoptimized via I-MST + P this will be denoted by the supplement I (e.g. CHINS-I 
or HEUM-I). 
Implicitly another improvement procedure may be derived from steps (4) and (5) 
of CHINS-3, too. This may also hold as an idea for an interchange procedure in 
connection with simulated annealing. Such a probabilistic exchange procedure tries 
to overcome the deficiency of bad local optima by allowing temporary deteriora- 
tions of actual solutions. The most promising framework for an annealing algo- 
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rithm on SP makes use of some interchange heuristic which adds/drops either edges 
or Steiner vertices to/from a feasible solution. We briefly give an idea for the 
transformation of a feasible solution T=(l/,,ET) to another one. (Because of the 
assumption of nonnegative weights we may assume that T is a tree.) Up to now this 
has only been realized for the more general directed version of SP (SPD, cf. 
[27,33]). Recently the application of a genetic algorithm to SP has also been proposed 
(cf. [ll]). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
TRAFO: Transformation. 
Select randomly an edge (i,j) E ET and delete it from ET. 
For h = i, j do 
select a path in T connecting h with a vertex h* s.t. all vertices of this 
path but h* are Steiner vertices of degree 2 (with respect to T) and 
remove this path from T (with h* remaining in Vr). 
Let Ti and Tj be the two disconnected components of T. Find nearest 
vertices i * and j * belonging to Ti and Tj, respectively, and add the ver- 
tices and edges of a shortest path between i* and j* to T. 
I-MST + P and TRAFO assume the existence of a feasible solution derived by any 
heuristic algorithm. Improvements in a more general sense may also be obtained by 
applying some efficient preprocessing routines to reduce given input data. Such 
reduction techniques are described in e.g. [2,7,8,32]. Note that preprocessing 
routines, however, are no improvement procedures by itselves. 
In a more general scheme these techniques may also be applied within any of the 
algorithms described in Section 2. Whenever at least one edge or vertex has been 
added to a partial solution some reductions may be applied before going to the next 
iteration (cf. [33]). As mentioned above, however, in this paper we will restrict 
ourselves on the application of I-MST + P since our main objective lies in the 
heuristics itselves. Nevertheless the general scheme of combining heuristics with 
reduction techniques seems to be a quite promising area of research. 
5. Computational results 
To the best of our knowledge up to now computational comparisons on heuristics 
for SP have only been presented by Rayward-Smith and Clare [26] (see also [38]), 
and very recently in [39]. In all other contributions algorithms have at most been 
tested on a limited number of test problems and not compared to other heuristics. 
In this section the results of [26] will be summarized. Then additional computational 
experiments we have undertaken will be reported. 
Rayward-Smith and Clare [26] compared three algorithms with each other: 
SDISTG, CHINS-I, and HEUM-I (with some additional remarks on CHINS and 
HEUM) . 
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All test problems treated in [26] are randomly generated ones. The first set of 
problems corresponds to problems of [3,4] which have been generated following a 
scheme outlined in [l]. Given / V 1 and IE / first a random spanning tree over I/ is 
generated. Then additional edges up to /El are added randomly and real weights 
uniformly distributed in the range [l, lo] are assigned to each edge. Basic vertices 
are determined randomly with / Q 1 I 3 1 V / . Table 3 shows the results corresponding 
to this set of test problems (the last problem is not contained in [3,4]). For all but 
two problems (marked with *) the optimal solution is known and the values of Table 
3 give a “(r/O-error” or deviation from the optimum calculated by the formula: 
deviation (in COO)= 
Z, - Zo,, 
. 100. z 
opt 
Whenever an optimal solution value is unknown Z,,,, is defined as the cost of the 
best known feasible solution. In addition the average and the maximum deviation 
over all problems are calculated. For each algorithm the achieved number of best 
results with respect to all computed solutions is presented, too. 
Although the test problems of Table 3 are quite sparse graphs (with the last prob- 
Table 3 
Results of Rayward-Smith and Clare [26] 
Data 
iv/ IEI IOI 
% deviation from optimal solution 
SDISTG CHINS-I HEUM-I 
50 63 9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
13 8.4 0.0 0.0 
25 1.4 0.0 0.0 
50 100 9 8.5 5.1 5.1 
13 4.9 0.0 0.0 
25 4.9 3.3 1.6 
15 94 13 0.0 0.0 0.0 
19 0.0 0.0 0.0 
38 2.3 0.0 0.0 
75 150 13 14.0 4.7 4.7 
19 2.3 2.3 2.3 
38 0.0 0.0 0.0 
100 125 17 6.1 7.9 4.2 
25 1.3 2.6 0.4 
50 2.2 0.0 0.0 
100 200 17* 7.9 3.1 0.0 
25 5.3 3.8 3.1 
50 4.6 1.8 0.0 
100 500 25* 1.6 0.0 0.0 
Average deviation 3.9 1.8 1.3 
Maximum deviation 14.0 7.9 5.1 
Best results (out of 19) 5 13 19 
Optimal solutions (out of 17) 4 9 10 
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lem as an exception) it may be concluded that both CHINS-I and HEUM-I outper- 
form SDISTG in the quality of solutions. As reported in [26] all computation times 
lie within a range of ten minutes (on an ICL 1904T computer, coded in Algol68-R). 
In a second sequence of experiments random graphs with 1 V/ E { 10,20,40,80} 
have been generated as follows (cf. [26]). Two probabilities are fixed, pl for the 
probability that an edge exists between any two vertices, and p2 for the probability 
that a vertex is defined as a basic vertex. If the resulting graph is connected real edge 
weights will be assigned either uniformly distributed (U) in the range (O,l] or by a 
normal distribution (JV) with mean 0.5 and standard deviation 0.125. Table 4 sum- 
marizes the results of SDISTG, CHINS-I, and HEUM-I on 1500 graphs following 
this scheme. The number of best results (in Ore) and the maximum deviation (max. 
dev.) on each sample are listed (optimal solutions are unknown). Again SDISTG is 
outperformed by the two other algorithms, and HEUM-I gives better results than 
CHINS-I (although examples occur where CHINS-I beats HEUM-I). With these 
data in [26] some remarks on the impact of improvements with HEUM-I and 
CHINS-I versus HEUM and CHINS are also given saying that improvements occur 
quite often but are rather small (whereas improvements increase for graphs with 1 V 1 
increasing). 
In what follows additional computational experiments are undertaken comparing 
more than the three algorithms investigated above. In order to get comparative 
results the following algorithms and modifications, respectively, have been im- 
plemented: 
SPATH, MST + P, SDISTG, 
ARINS, CHINS, CHINS-A, CHINS-3, 
ARINS-I, CHINS-I, CHINS-A-I, CHINS-3-1, 
HEUM, HEUM-I, HEUM-3, HEUM-3-1, 
DUASC, DUASC-I. 
Table 4 
Results of Rayward-Smith and Glare [26] 
SDISTG CHINS-I HEUM-I 
No. of Distri- % best max. % best max. % best max. 
IV1 Pl P2 examples bution results dev. results dev. results dev. 
10 0.25 . . . 1.0 0.5 200 u 86.5 20.9 98.0 9.5 100 0.0 
20 0.25 . . . 1.0 0.25 . . . 0.75 300 (I 72.3 14.2 95.7 10.2 100 0.0 
40 0.125...1.0 0.125...0.75 200 u 43.0 24.9 84.5 24.9 98.0 4.9 
80 0.125...0.25 0.125...0.9 50 u 18.0 20.5 78.0 5.3 90.0 1.7 
10 0.25 1.. 1 .O 0.5 200 N 90.5 21.3 97.0 12.1 99.5 1.6 
20 0.25 . . . 1.0 0.25 . . . 0.75 300 N 82.3 12.9 93.7 8.8 99.7 3.8 
40 0.125...1.0 0.125...0.75 200 N 62.0 26.3 85.5 16.4 99.0 1.6 
80 0.125...0.25 0.125...0.9 50 N 46.0 27.6 74.0 4.9 loo 0.0 
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All algorithms have been implemented in FORTRAN 77 on an AT Personal Com- 
puter (10 Mhz). In different kinds of experiments we generated data with random 
edge weights, Euclidean, and rectilinear distances to run the algorithms on. The first 
set of test problems is based on three special planar graphs (developed for having 
a well-structured data base for testing the algorithms). All these graphs start with 
small numbers of nodes and edges (9 and 20, 6 and 9, 5 and 13, respectively). They 
are successively enlarged by adding vertices and edges following the structure of 
Figs. l-3 (for the case where 1 I/I = 37, 28, and 26, respectively). Edge weights are 
randomly generated integers in the range [l, 991. Table 5 shows results for graphs 
according to this scheme. Basic vertices are ranging from 3 to 1 I/ j/2 where ( V 1 was 
up to 60 in all three cases. The following characteristics are reported: 
l max dev: maximum error from the best known feasible solutions (in Vo), 
l av dev: average deviation from the best known feasible solutions (in Ore), 
l bnd dev: average deviation from the lower bounds calculated by DUASC (in 
%), 
l best: number of best results with respect to the best known feasible solutions 
(in OYo). 
Fig. 1 
60 
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
Fig. 2. 
All these values will give some information on the quality of obtained solutions. 
With respect to bnd dev each algorithm may be analyzed by itself. The other values 
will analyze the average and the worst case performance (av dev, max dev). In addi- 
tion we are interested in how often each algorithm finds the best known feasible 
solution. 
Table 5 gives evidence that the simplest algorithms SPATH and MST+ P are 
outperformed with respect to all criteria and may not further be taken into con- 
sideration. Even ARINS, ARINS-I, and SDISTG come out with remarkably worse 
Fig. 3. 
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Table 5. 
Computational results 
Algorithm max dev 
Graphs: Figs. l-3, no. of examples: 906 
av dev bnd dev best 
SPATH 96.61 17.24 17.33 13.91 
MST+P 141.67 9.92 9.99 18.19 
SDISTG 27.27 2.14 2.20 45.47 
ARINS 54.02 5.12 5.19 33.76 
ARINS-I 54.02 3.00 3.06 46.81 
CHINS 15.07 1.00 1.05 63.11 
CHINS-I 14.07 0.70 0.75 71.98 
CHINS-A 6.98 0.20 0.24 84.85 
CHINS-A-I 6.98 0.14 0.15 90.30 
CHINS-3 14.07 0.42 0.45 79.99 
CHINS-3-I 14.07 0.39 0.42 81.31 
HEUM 12.10 0.49 0.52 73.60 
HEUM-I 12.10 0.32 0.36 81.32 
HEUM-3 14.07 0.57 0.62 73.25 
HEUM-3-I 14.07 0.40 0.44 80.89 
DUASC 17.27 0.50 0.55 82.87 
DUASC-I 10.94 0.26 0.29 88.10 
results than all other remaining heuristics. Since ARINS is a simplified version of 
CHINS, with nearly the same computation times, even these two algorithms need 
not be considered in the sequel. These arguments are strengthened by all subsequent 
tests, so for clarity in the presentation of results we may restrict ourselves to the 
seven remaining algorithms together with the improved versions. (SDISTG remains 
within consideration and presentation because of its extensive discussion in the 
literature. A separate improvement version of SDISTG will not be considered 
because this algorithm includes such a procedure by itself.) However, to have a 
greater data base (probably on best known feasible solutions) all 17 algorithms have 
been run through all experiments. 
In what follows we are going to describe the generated data before reporting on 
the experiments. 
Random data (real valued). To get results comparable to those of Rayward-Smith 
and Clare [26] a comprehensive set of test problems has been generated using the 
scheme outlined above (see e.g. Table 3). The numbers of vertices and edges are 
chosen according to ) I/ ) E {20,30,40,50,60} and IE 1 = i. 1 I/ 1 for all i = 4,5, . . . with 
the restriction IE 1s 400 with respect to space considerations (when running all 17 
algorithms within the same program). For 1 V / = 20 we have (E I I 190. Edge weights 
are real numbers uniformly distributed in the range [ 1, lo]. Basic vertices are chosen 
from / Q / = 5 up to ) Q I = I I/ 1 - 5 with a stepsize of 5. For each combination of values 
a sample of 50 experiments has been drawn. 
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Random data (integer valued). Data in these experiments are chosen in the same way 
as real-valued random data with the difference that edge weights are integer 
numbers uniformly distributed in the range [0, 1001. 
Euclidean graphs. Data in these experiments are graphs with vertices embedded in 
the plane and edge lengths equal to L2 distances. 
The numbers of vertices are chosen from 1 I/ 1 = 10 up to 1 V I= 35 with a stepsize 
of 5. The real-valued coordinates are uniformly distributed within [0, 1001 each. All 
graphs are complete with edge weights given by Euclidean distances (with all calcula- 
tions in DOUBLE PRECISJON). Basic vertices are chosen according to 
I QI E { 3,5,7,10,12,15,20,25,30) (as far as possible) and a number of 50 experi- 
ments has been run on each combination of I I/ I and IQ I. 
Grid graphs. In grid graphs within the two-dimensional plane we are given a number 
IQ1 of basic vertices. The real-valued x- and y-coordinates of the basic vertices are 
uniformly distributed within [0, 1001. The grid graph is induced by the set of basic 
vertices by running a vertical line and a horizontal line through each basic vertex 
and retaining the finite segments between interconnections of these lines with rec- 
tilinear distances as weights. 
Basic vertices are chosen from IQ I = 3 up to IQ) = 9 with a stepsize of 1. This 
results in graphs with up to I I/ I = 100 and jE I = 180. For each number of basic ver- 
tices again a sample of 50 experiments has been drawn. 
We are mainly interested in two questions which may give some insight in the per- 
formance of the algorithms: 
l What is the influence of the (relative) number of basic vertices? 
l What is the influence of the density of the graphs? 
Following these questions all results have been observed and classified according to 
two aspects: 
l 1 Q//l I/ I : relative frequency of basic vertices. 
All Euclidean and random data results have been divided into four intervals 
with respect to the underlying data: 
\Q]/lI’~]O.0,0.25] ,..., ]0.75,1.0]. 
For grid graphs, if all basic vertices lie on different horizontal and vertical lines, 
we have the relationship IQl/lI’l =l/IQj, i.e., all values are within ]0.0,0.3]. 
l dens:=2,\El/lVI.(/VI-1): d ensity of the underlying graph. 
All random data results have been divided into five intervals: 
densE]0.0,0.2] ,..., ]0.8,1.0]. 
The generation of Euclidean graphs leads to dens = 1 .O in all cases whereas for 
grid graphs we have dens=4/(lQ12+ IQI), i.e., all values are within ]0.0,0.3]. 
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Remark. In all cases again the simplest algorithms SPATH, MST + P, and ARINS 
behave worst. The average deviation with respect to ARINS is best (= 5%) for low 
ratios jQj/lV h w ereas MST + P gets the best results when IQI/j V/ approaches 1. 
In random graphs it may be very successful to use an improvement procedure with 
each of the six best heuristics, so in the following we compare CHINS-I, CHINS-A- 
best random data (Integer valued) 
60 
40 
20 
0 
0.0 0.25 0.25 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1.0 
nv dev Fandom data (integer valued) 
3 
2.5 
2 
1.5 
1 
0.5 
0 
0.0 0.25 0.25 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1.0 
IO / IV1 
max dev random data (integer valued) 
30 
25 
20 
15 
10 
5 
0 
0 0 0.25 0.25 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1.0 
I SDISTG Km CHINS-I 0 CHINS-A-I CHINS-,-I 
m “E”U-, 0 HEUM-J-I D”elSC-I 
Fig. 4. Results on integer-valued random graphs (1Qi/lVl). 
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I, CHINS-3-1, HEUM-I, HEUM-3-1, and DUASC-I together with SDISTG. In 
about 90% of all tests with random data this may lead to improvements, which, 
however, are mostly not very high. 
In the sequel the results will be illustrated by figures with respect to best, av dev, 
and max dev according to the above mentioned criteria. Whenever there is not too 
much overlap we will draw some lines, and give corresponding diagrams otherwise. 
Random data (integer valued) (see Figs. 4, 5). SDISTG is clearly outperformed by 
all other (six) heuristics. All algorithms get better as the relative number of basic 
vertices increases, which is emphasized by decreasing av dev values in these cases 
(compare also max dev). 
The bound deviation bnd dev of the best known feasible solutions in these experi- 
ments is given as 0.03% so all algorithms behave quite good. Best results even show 
decreasing performance for decreasing 1 Q 1 /I I/ I. However, for 1 Q //I I/ I E ]0.0,0.25] 
best results slightly increase because of more simplicity of the problems for 
small IQI. 
To sum up the results shown in Fig. 4, DUASC-I comes up best for /Q(/ 
best random data (integer valued) 
% 
100 - 
90 L 
80 - 
70 
60 1 
0.0 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.8 1.0 
density 
ov dev random data (integer valued) 
0.4 
0.2 
0’ 
0.0 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.6 ._ 0.8 0.8 1.0 
density 
+ CHINS-, - CHINS-A-I * CHINS-J-I 
- HEUM-I + MUM-J-I - DUASC-I 
Fig. 5. Results on integer-valued random graphs (density). 
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1 V( >0.25. It produces most best results with lowest av dev (and comparable max 
dev). For small IQ l/l I/ ( the more sophisticated insertion and the heuristic measure 
methods may be preferred. All results also indicate that the modifications CHINS- 
A(-I) as well as CHINS-3(-I) of CHINS are worth being considered removing the 
shortcoming of insertion methods against heuristic measure as reported above (cf. 
WI). 
best random data (real valued) 
0.0 0.25 0.25 0 5 05 0.75 0.75 1.0 
0 
00. 025 0.25 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1 .o 
I Ql / lvi 
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best random data (real valued) 
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0.0 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 ,. 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.8 1.0 
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av dev random1 data (real valued) 
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0.0 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.6 1 .o 
density 
+ CHINS-I - CHINS-A-I * CHINS-J-I 
- “CUM-I + MUM-J-I - DUASC-I 
Fig. 7. Results on real-valued random graphs (density). 
A little difference may be reported with respect to density. In all intervals 
DUASC-I stays about 93% best results whereas all other algorithms show increasing 
rates with the density increasing up to 0.8 (for clarity SDISTG has been omitted in 
Fig. 5). For dens ~]0.4,0.8] heuristic measure and CHINS-3-I are comparable to 
DUASC-I but CHINS-A-I should be preferred for densr0.6. 
Density results do not care on the relative frequency of basic vertices since for dif- 
ferent intervals of IQI/ V 1 the principle proportion of the algorithms among one 
another with respect to dens behaves the same as shown in Fig. 5. As max dev in 
connection with dens does not give any further information such diagrams have 
been omitted. The question arises whether the performance of heuristics is influenced 
by the degree of variation of edge weights. Our results with weights from [0, 1001 
give the tendency which is strengthened for weights from [0, lo] and approaches 
results of real-valued data for [0, lOOO] which will be reported next. 
Random data (real valued) (see Figs. 6, 7). For IQI/ V/ the same results may be 
reported as for integer values with the difference that all results get worse, and the 
superiority of DUASC-I with respect to best results becomes more obvious. Bnd dev 
for the best known feasible solution is 0.1 Vo (on an average over all 50 experiments). 
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Density results in Fig. 7 again give for DUASC-I the highest proportion with 
respect to best. However, for sparse graphs the corresponding values are below 
85%. For graphs with dens>0.4, HEUM-1 outperforms all other heuristics with 
respect to av dev whereas DUASC-I behaves second best. 
If graphs get denser most algorithms nearly behave the same with respect to av 
dev but improve with respect to the number of best solutions. We did not recognize 
any influence of the variation of edge weights which is due to dealing with real 
values. 
best Euclidean 
0 
0.0 025 0.25 0.5 0.5 0.75 0 75 1.0 
av dev Euclidean 
% 
1.2 
1 
0,8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
0 
0.0 0.25 0.2 5 0.5 0 5 0.75 0.75 1.0 
max dev Euclidean 
0.0 0.25 0.25 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1.0 
IO1 / IV1 
I SDISTG m CHINS-I CHINS-J-I 
m HL”M_, 
Fig. 8. Results on Euclidean graphs (iQl/lVl). 
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Euclidean graphs (Fig. 8). For 1 Q 1 = 3, CHINS-3(-I), HEUM-3(-I), and DUASC(-I) 
found optimal solutions in all cases and outperform the other algorithms (these ex- 
amples are omitted in Fig. 8). 
SDISTG, CHINS(-I), and CHINS-A(-I) in general should come out with the same 
solutions worse than the remaining algorithms. This is due to the fact that Steiner 
vertices may only come into consideration if at least one such vertex lies on the direct 
connection between two basic vertices. Similar arguments also show that I-MST + P 
mostly does not lead to any improvements. 
In all cases DUASC(-I) and CHINS-3(-I) behave best with respect to best and av 
dev though DUASC(-I) may have quite bad results (see max dev) for 1 Q 1 /I I/ I I 0.5. 
With respect to av dev CHINS-3(-I) gives slightly better results than DUASC(-I) in 
]0.25,0.75]. The opposite holds for the complementary intervals. Next best HEUM(-I) 
and HEUM-3(-I) give nearly the same values with advantages for the first if 
IQ1/1 I/ 1~0.5 and for the latter if iQI/ V/ >0.5. The bound deviation of the best 
known feasible solutions in these experiments is given as 0.02%. 
In general results get better for all algorithms when IQ I // I/ I approaches 1. Nearly 
the same observations hold for additional tests with rectilinear instead of Euclidean 
distances. 
Grid graphs (Fig. 9). The results for grid graphs greatly differ from the preceding 
results. All heuristics come up with fairly good results for IQ1 = 3 and IQ1 = 4 (i.e., 
graphs with 1 Q l/l I/) equal to 0.3 and 0.25 and dens equal to 0.3 and 0.2, respective- 
ly) with CHINS-A(-I) getting optimal solutions in these cases. For increasing 
numbers of basic vertices results get worse for all algorithms, especially for 
DUASC-I. The level of best results falls below 60% and av dev turns out to be much 
higher than for the other classes of graphs. The bound deviation of the best known 
feasible solutions in these experiments is given as 0.6%. 
The remaining results nearly give the same behaviour as discussed for the other 
classes but on a lower level and with DUASC-I as an exception. CHINS-A-I may 
be recommended as the best algorithm for all values of IQ 1, for IQ1 2 7 together 
with CHINS-3-I. 
DUASC-I gives second-worst results, behind SDISTG. Careful analysis of results 
leading to max dev values shows a shortcoming with respect to grid graphs which 
may be generalized to graphs where a lot of edge weights are exactly the same. In 
this case it may happen that step (2) of DUASC produces a solution which mostly 
includes an optimal or near optimal solution. In our implementation of step (3), 
(3.1)-(3.3), no rules for breaking ties have been included. This may lead to bad 
results. Preliminary tests show that suitable reduction techniques included in step 
(3) may help to step out of this shortcoming. 
To sum up our results several observations may be drawn. In general algorithms 
using cheapest insertion, heuristic measure, or dual ascent together with a simple im- 
provement procedure are outperforming the four more or less “simple” algorithms 
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SPATH, MST + P, ARINS, and SDISTG. With respect to the lower bound DUASC 
is the most interesting algorithm. It is worth mentioning that in most cases where 
DUASC was outperformed by some of the other algorithms the resulting graph after 
step (2) included the optimal solution, and quite simple reduction techniques will 
result in that solution. 
As a recommendation several of these simple algorithms should be applied 
simultaneously to take the best of the achieved results. In addition some simple 
modifications on existing algorithms may give improvements with respect to solu- 
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Fig. 9. Results on grid graphs (~Qi/iVi). 
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tion quality (e.g. CHINS-A-I, instead of CHINS or CHINS-I). All but four 
algorithms (CHINS-3, CHINS-3-1, DUASC, DUASC-I) have running times which 
even on a PC (AT, 10 Mhz) lie within 0 and 2 seconds for problems with up to 60 
vertices and 400 edges. For most examples running times of CHINS-3, CHINS-3-1, 
DUASC, and DUASC-I are even comparable. In the worst case times of CHINS-3-I 
and DUASC-I are below 90 seconds, too. 
Our results concerning the modifications of cheapest insertion are strengthened 
in a very recent working paper [39] where SDISTG, HEUM, and CHINS are com- 
pared with some repetitive applications of CHINS while using some simple prepro- 
cessing as proposed above. ([39] got known to the author in the final stage of the 
refereeing process leaving an inclusion of these algorithms to the computational 
comparison for further research.) 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper we have reviewed the literature on heuristic algorithms for Steiner’s 
problem in graphs. Computational experiments indicate that various algorithms 
may be recommended together with a simple improvement procedure. These 
algorithms involve ideas from cheapest insertion, heuristic measure, and dual as- 
cent. Most of the algorithms are quite easy to implement and may run on a PC with 
tolerable computation times. 
What remains open are developments of efficient modifications of some of the 
algorithms as well as some more theoretical investigations especially with the dual 
ascent algorithm (one such aspect is treated in [13]). Again the behaviour of the set 
covering approach is to be explored. Some computational experiences with e.g. an 
interchange heuristic may also be worth exploring. In addition the impact of effi- 
cient preprocessing routines in combination with different heuristics should be in- 
vestigated. 
However, the most important aspect lies in testing the algorithms described in this 
paper on (large scale) real world problems e.g. from VLSI design. 
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